ABSTRACT. The goal of this paper is to construct a calculus whose higher indices are naturally elements in the twisted K-theory groups for Lie groupoids. Given a Lie groupoid G and a P U (H)-valued groupoid cocycle, we construct an algebra of projective pseudodifferential operators. The subalgebra of regularizing operators identifies with the naturally associated smooth convolution algebra of the associated twisted gerbe. We develop the associated symbolic calculus, symbol short exact sequences and existence of parametrices. In particular the algebra of projective operators appears as a quantization of the twisted symbol algebra. As the (untwisted) Lie groupoid case that it encompasses, the negative order operators extend to the twisted C * -algebra and the zero order operators act as bounded multipliers on it. We obtain an analytic index morphism in twisted Ktheory associated in a classic way by the corresponding pseudodifferential extension. We prove that this index morphism only depends on the isomorphism class of the cocycle, i.e., on the twisting as the associated class in H 1 (G; P U (H)). We also show that this twisted analytic index morphism is compatible with the index we constructed in a previous work, in collaboration with Bai-Ling Wang, by means of the Connes tangent groupoid, obtaining as a consequence the analytic interpretation, in terms of projective pseudodifferential operators and ellipticity, of the twisted longitudinal ConnesSkandalis index theorem. Our construction encompasses and unifies several previous cases treated in the literature, we discuss in the final section some examples of classes of operators unified by our setting.
INTRODUCTION
In a series of papers, [18, 19] , Mathai, Melrose and Singer extended the classic Atiyah-Singer index theory to the realm of projective operators for the case of families 1 . Even if some examples of projective operators appeared before in the literature it was in their papers that the notions of projective vector bundles and projective pseudodifferential operators with respect to some Azumaya bundle were formalized at least in the cases were this Azumaya bundle is obtained from a torsion class. Our motivation for study projective operators comes from twisted index theory and twisted K-theory. In the same way that "classic" index theory is indissociable from "classic" topological K-theory, Mathai, Melrose and Singer's fundamental tools and techniques relied on twisted K-theory. The subject of Twisted K-theory has been growing very fast in the last years due to its deep relations with several domains in mathematics and mathematical physics. Now, twisted K-theory can be defined for higher structures such as Lie groupoids, which cover very diverse and different geometric situations: Groups (Lie and discrete), families, orbifolds, foliations, coverings, singular manifolds for mention some of them. In fact in [28] Tu, Xu and Laurent-Gengoux developped all the properties of the twisted K-theory for differentiable stacks mainly in terms of the K−theory of the associated twisted C * -algebra but also doing the link with more topological models whenever is possible (for proper groupoids and for torsion twistings). In a series of papers, in collaboration with Bai-Ling Wang [6, 7, 8] we have been studying index theory for twisted Lie groupoids, mainly following the approach inspired by the Connes' tangent groupoid.
In this paper we develop the pseudodifferential calculus that corresponds to the twisted Ktheory for Lie groupoids, showing how to extend the classic notions to the twisted world and showing in particular how twisted K-theory is the natural receptacle of the higher indices of elliptic projective pseudodifferential operators. A proper construction and main properties of this calculus were missing, even in the case of famililes our results complete and explain some of the classic properties. We explain next in more detail the contents of the present article.
Let G ⇒ M be a Lie groupoid with compact smooth base M . Assume there is a twisting α on G , that is, the isomorphism class of a generalized morphism α : G − −− > P U (H) or equivalently the isomorphism class of a P U (H)-principal bundle over M with a compatible G -action. The twisting α can be hence represented by a groupoid morphism (a cocycle)
α Ω : G Ω −→ P U (H) 1 The case of fractional indices' operators is slighty different, we discuss it with detail in the last section. associated to an good 2 open cover Ω of M and where G Ω stands for the naturally associated Cech groupoid. In practice is often common to start with a cocycle to get afterwards the associated class.
To better explain the construction of the algebra of Pseudodifferential operators is worthy to recall how the twisted convolution algebra C ∞ c (G , α Ω ) is defined and how the product is given. Denote by G where Ω 
defined by
2 ), where, as usual, the integral is the integral of a canonically associated 1-density obtained by product of two half densities together with the Fell product • F .
We will define an algebra of pseudodifferential distributions that extends the product above in a natural way. For each (i, j) ∈ I 2 as above one can consider the couple of manifold-submanifold
where Ω ij stands for the intersection (it might be empty of course). We can consider the spaces of compactly supported generalized sections with pseudodifferential singularities on Ω ij of order m The product 
where p 1 , p 2 stand for the canonical projections. By lemma 4.1, the last space is isomorphic to
where m denotes the groupoid multiplication map. We can now apply the external product construction 3.5 (b) to define
The main result of this paper is the following (theorem 4.2) Theorem 1.1. With the product (1.2) and the involution (4.7) described below, the union
forms a filtered * −algebra with bilateral ideal
The above result requires first to understand several operations on Androulidakis-Skandalis' generalized distributions, pullback, pushforward, external product. We study these operations and their properties (functoriality, compatibility between them, etc.) in section 3. Then in section 4 we define the product and prove the theorem (the associativity of the product requires special attention).
We show afterwards, as in the untwisted case, that the algebra above can be explicitly realized as an algebra of multipliers on C ∞ c (G , α Ω ), corollary 4.5, that we denote in a more familiar way by
For example, if α Ω is trivial, then the algebra above gives precisely the algebra of G -pseudodifferential operators independently introduced in [21] and in [23] , and which already covers various very interesting geometric situations. In fact for an expert knowing about this groupoid calculus is tempting to adapt the invariant families definition (G -operators) from the previous references to include the twisting, however this becomes quickly complicated when using twisted gerbes over groupoids, and even more for proving all the desired properties (symbolic calculus, extensions, parametrices, etc.), instead we decided to follow a similar approach to the one in [1] where Androulidakis and Skandalis construct the pseudodifferential calculus for singular foliations, we define then our operators by means of generalized distributions with pseudodifferential singularities and we used the Fell line bundle naturally associated to the twisting gerbe to properly define the product. Our product is then a natural extension of the twisted convolution product in C ∞ c (G , α Ω ). We prove afterwards that our operators define indeed families of operators invariant under a twisted action as expected, section 4.1. In the case the twisting α is torsion one can extend the operator algebra above to include coefficients on twisted vector bundles.
As far as we know, if α is not necessarily trivial, the more general case covered before the present work (not in terms of groupoids) is for G the groupoid associated associated to a fibration φ : M −→ X and α torsion and it was treated in the seminal work by Mathai, Melrose and Singer ( [18] ) where they started the development of index theory in this context, the case where α is supposed to be torsion once pullbacked to M is studied in [4] where Benameur and Gorokhovsky also prove a local index theorem, we were very much inspired by this last paper. After the release of this paper (february 2016 on the arxiv), Benameur, Gorokhovsky and Leichtnam released (july 2016 on the arxiv) the article [5] in which they describe part of the calculus for foliations, this is another example that fits in our setting. Of course in the last ref.cit. paper the authors go further and prove a higher index theorem. Other particular projective operators have been treated in the litterature, we will mention some of them later on the paper.
We continue with the description of the contents of this paper. We develop the associated symbolic calculus, symbol short exact sequences and existence of parametrices. In particular the algebra of projective operators appears as a quantization of the twisted symbol algebra that we properly introduce in section 4.3.
As the (untwisted) Lie groupoid case that it encompasses, the negative order operators extend to the twisted C * -algebra and the zero order operators act as bounded multipliers on it.
We obtain an analytic index morphism in twisted K-theory associated in a classic way by the corresponding pseudodifferential extension, definition 6.4,
where
We prove that this index morphism only depends on the isomorphism class of the cocycle, i.e., on the twisting as the associated class in H 1 (G; P U (H)) (proposition 6.2), of course, as the untwisted case, it is not a Morita invariant of the correspondent twisted differentiable stack. The one that is Morita invariant is the Baum-Connes assembly map constructed in [8] .
We also show that the analytic index morphism above factors in a canonical way by the index we constructed in our previous work [7] by means of the Connes tangent groupoid, theorem 6.5, obtaining as a consequence the analytic interpretation, in terms of pseudodifferential operators and ellipticity, of the twisted longitudinal Connes-Skandalis index theorem, theorem 6.6.
In the final section we discuss two examples of classes of operators unified by our setting:
(1) The projective longitudinal families of Dirac operators associated to any torsion twisted groupoid, for which we describe two explicit subexamples, one case for foliations that includes the case of fibrations treated in [18] by Mathai, Melrose and Singer or in [4] by Benameur and Gorokhovsky and the case treated by Benameur, Gorokhovsky and Leichtnam in [5] ; and one case for a Γ-covering twisted by a projective representation.
(2) The projective symbols of Fractional Indices' projective pseudodifferential operators. In this last paragraph we discuss in detail the case of operators introduced in [15] , we explain that these are not the kind of operators treated in this article but that the their total symbols are. 
together with two additional maps, u :
For simplicity, we denote a groupoid by G ⇒ G (0) . A strict morphism f from a groupoid H ⇒
which preserve the groupoid structure, i.e., f commutes with the source, target, unit, inverse maps, and respects the groupoid product in the sense that
In this paper we will only deal with Lie groupoids, that is, a groupoid in which G and G (0) are smooth manifolds, and s, r, m, u are smooth maps (with s and r submersions, see [14, 24] ). Lie groupoids form a category with strict morphisms of groupoids. It is now a well-established fact in Lie groupoid's theory that the right category to consider is the one in which Morita equivalences correspond precisely to isomorphisms. We review some basic definitions and properties of generalized morphisms between Lie groupoids, see [28] section 2.1, or [11, 22, 20] for more detailed discussions. Definition 2.2 (Generalized morphisms). Let G ⇒ G (0) and H ⇒ H (0) be two Lie groupoids.
Using the equivalent definitions 2. or 3. above, it is obviously a generalized morphism by taking Ω = {H (0) }. In terms of the language of principal bundles, the bi-bundle is simply given by
with projections t f : P f −→ H (0) , projection in the first factor, and s f : P f −→ G (0) , projection using the source map of G . The actions are the obvious ones, that is, on the left,
(2) (Classic principal bundles) Let X be a manifold and G be a Lie group. By definition a generalized morphism between the unit groupoid X ⇒ X (that is a manifold seen as a Lie groupoid all structural maps are the identity) and the Lie group G ⇒ {e} seen as a Lie groupoid is given by a G-principal bundle over X.
As the name suggests, generalized morphism generalizes the notion of strict morphisms and can be composed. Indeed, if P and P ′ are generalized morphisms from H to G and from G to L respectively, then
is a generalized morphism from H to L . Consider the category Grpd HS with objects Lie groupoids and morphisms given by isomorphism classes of generalized morphisms. There is a functor
where Grpd is the strict category of groupoids.
2.1. Twistings on Lie groupoids. In this paper, we are going to consider P U (H)-twistings on Lie groupoids where H is an infinite dimensional, complex and separable Hilbert space, and P U (H) is the projective unitary group P U (H) with the topology induced by the norm topology on the unitary group U (H).
is given by the isomorphism class of a generalized morphism
Here P U (H) is viewed as a Lie groupoid with the unit space {e}. Two twistings α and α ′ are called equivalent if they are equivalent as generalized morphisms.
So a twisting on a Lie groupoid G can be represented by a locally trivial right principal P U (H)-
for an open cover Ω = {Ω i } of G (0) and where
. That is, a twisting datum α on a Lie groupoid G can be represented by a strict morphism of groupoids
for an open cover Ω = {Ω i } of G (0) . Here we will only a few basic examples used in this paper.
(1) (Twisting on manifolds) Let X be a C ∞ -manifold. We can consider the Lie groupoid X ⇒ X where every morphism is the identity over X. A twisting on X is given by a locally trivial principal P U (H)-bundle over X, or equivalently, a twisting on X is defined by a strict homomorphism
with respect to an open cover {Ω i } of X, where Ω ij = Ω i ∩ Ω j . Therefore, the restriction of a twisting α on a Lie groupoid G ⇒ G (0) to its unit G (0) defines a twisting α 0 on the
(2) (Orientation twisting) Let X be a manifold with an oriented real vector bundle E. The bundle E −→ X defines a natural generalized morphism
Note that the fundamental spinor representation of Spin c (n) gives rise to a commutative diagram of Lie group homomorphisms
With a choice of inclusion C 2 [n/2] into a Hilbert space H, we have a canonical twisting, called the orientation twisting, denoted by
If now G ⇒ X is a Lie groupoid and E is an oriented G -vector bundle over X, we have in the same way an orientation twisting (2.5)
in the case where E admits an G -invariant metric. (3) (Pull-back twisting) Given a twisting α on G and for any generalized homomorphism φ : H −→ G , there is a pull-back twisting
defined by the composition of φ and α. In particular, for a continuous map φ : X −→ Y , a twisting α on Y gives a pull-back twisting φ * α on X. The principal P U (H)-bundle over X defines by φ * α is the pull-back of the principal P U (H)-bundle on Y associated to α. (4) (Twisting on fiber product groupoid) Let N p → M be a submersion. We consider the fiber
which is a manifold because p is a submersion. We can then take the groupoid
which is a subgroupoid of the pair groupoid N × N ⇒ N . Note that this groupoid is in fact Morita equivalent to the groupoid M ⇒ M . A twisting on N × M N ⇒ N is given by a pull-back twisting from a twisting on M . (5) (Twisting on the space of leaves of a foliation) Let (M, F ) be a regular foliation with holonomy groupoid G M . A twisting on the space of leaves is by definition a twisting on the holonomy groupoid G M . We will often use the notation
for the corresponding generalized morphism.
Notice that by definition a twisting on the spaces of leaves is a twisting on the base M which admits a compatible action of the holonomy groupoid. It is however not enough to have a twisting on base which is leafwisely constant, see for instance remark 1.4 (c) in [11] .
Twisted groupoid's C
* -algebras. Let (G , α) be a twisted groupoid. With respect to a cov-
, the twisting α is given by a strict morphism of groupoids
where G Ω is the covering groupoid associated to Ω. Consider the central extension of groups
we can pull it back to get a
We recall the definition of the convolution algebra and the C * -algebra of a twisted Lie groupoid
Definition 2.8. Let R α be the S 1 -central extension of groupoids associated to a twisting α. The convolution algebra of (G , α Ω ) is by definition the following sub-algebra of C ∞ c (R α ):
The maximal(reduced resp.)
Let L α := R α × S 1 C be the complex line bundle over G Ω which can be considered as a Fell bundle using the groupoid structure of R α over G Ω , indeed, denote by L ij the line bundle over G ij , the fiber over a given g ∈ G ij is L g ij = R g α × S 1 C and so the groupoid product on R α gives an isomorphism
be the restriction of the groupoid product. We have an isomorphism
The algebra of compactly supported smooth sections of this Fell bundle, denoted by [28] for an explicit isomorphism. Definition 2.9. Following [28] , we define the twisted K-theory of the twisted groupoid (G , α) by
Remark 2.10. For the groupoid given by a manifold M ⇒ M . A twisting on M can be given by a Dixmier-Douday class on H 3 (M, Z). In this event, the twisted K-theory, as we defined it, coincides with twisted K-theory defined in [2, 12] . Indeed the C * -algebra C * (M, α) is Morita equivalent to the continuous trace C * -algebra defined by the corresponding Dixmier-Douady class (see for instance Theorem 1 in [10] ).
ANDROULIDAKIS-SKANDALIS GENERALIZED FUNCTIONS WITH PSEUDODIFFERENTIAL

SINGULARITIES
In this section we want to setup the background material about pdos that we will use in the sequel. Some of the contents of this section can be found in section 1 of Androulidakis-Skandalis paper [1] where the context is in principle very different.
Notation. In the sequel, if E is a smooth vector bundle we denote by Ω s E the bundle of s−densities. In the case we have a given a manifold M we denote by Ω s M the bundle of sdensities over its tangent space. Let M be a smooth manifold and V a smooth closed submanifold of M . A generalized function on M with pseudodifferential singularity on V of order m is a distribution
• χ is a smooth cut-off function equal to 1 in a neighborhood of V and to 0 outside U , and 
we may extend easily the definition to include generalized sections of any smooth complex vector bundle E over M , these are denoted by P m (M, V ; E) (respectively P m c (M, V ; E) those with compact support).
We will list below some important operations one has on the Androulidakis-Skandalis spaces: For the spaces of generalized sections, the following properties hold Pullback: Consider a smooth map g :
for any E smooth vector bundle over M and V ′ := g −1 (V ). We explain this in detail, let P ∈ P (M, V ; E), suppose that P acts as
and φ and χ as above. We want to explicitly describe, for
For this it will be enough to describe the corresponding structure data h ′ , a ′ , φ ′ and χ ′ associated to h, a, φ and χ:
• We let h ′ = h • g.
• Next, by the transversality assumption we have that the derivative in the normal direction of g induces an injective morphism of bundles
that allows to identify g * N * with a subbundle of N ′ * , where we are denoting by
the induced symbol by a (which always exists) and extend it by zero to a symbol
, we will argue below why the operator g * P wont depend on this extension.
• To continue, consider a tubular neighborhood for
• To finish, consider a smooth cut off function χ
It is immediate to check that the operator on P (M ′ , V ′ ; g * E) associated to the above data does not depend by definition on the extension of the tubular neigborhood, of the symbol and of the cut off function, we denote it by g * P . Also, by construction of h ′ , a ′ , φ ′ and χ ′ above it is a direct computation to check the following proposition. 
Pushforward: Let p : M ′ −→ M be a smooth submersion such that p restricts to a submersion
for any E smooth vector bundle over M . Let
Ker dp ⊗ p * E), suppose that P ′ acts as
we want to explicitly describe, p!P, f .
As for the pullback case we will describe the corresponding structure data h, a, φ and χ associated to h ′ , a ′ , φ ′ and χ ′ :
• The section h is obtained by integrating h ′ along he fibers of p, i.e., h(m) :=
• We have again that p induces an injection N * −→ N ′ * , because p is a submersion. Now, because p| V ′ is also a submersion and the symbol a ′ has compact support in the
essentially by projecting φ ′ .
• Finally, as above, we consider a compatible cut off function χ ′ .
Again, it is an exercise to check that we obtain an operator p!P that does not depend on the way the φ and χ are constructed. The following proposition is a direct computation of the definition above: 
Compatibility between the pullback and the pushfoward: We will prove below a compatibility result result between the two operations we have just defined. We enounce the proposition. 
of smooth maps with f, g satisfying the hypothesis of proposition 3.2 and p, q satisfying the hypothesis of proposition 3.3, the following diagram is commutative
Proof. Essentially it resumes to check that the structure data (a, h, φ, χ) used to construct an operator satisfies the above compatibility property. Let us check this first for a section h ∈ C ∞ c (M ′ , p * E ⊗ Ω 1 Ker dp), by applying the first the pullback construction for g an then pushforward construction for q, to h corresponds the section in C ∞ c (X, f * E) given explicitly by
in the other hand, by applying first the pushforward construction for p an then pullback construction for f , to h corresponds the section in C ∞ c (X, f * E) given explicitly by
The diagram (3.2) being commutative implies immediately that these two sections coincide. For the symbol a, one has, by applying the first the pullback construction for g an then pushforward construction for q, to a corresponds the symbol in Symb *
where a is the extension of g
In the other hand, by applying first the pushforward construction for p an then pullback construction for f , to a corresponds the symbol in Symb *
given as the extension of
which is a symbol on N * (M, V ), to N * (X, f −1 (V )), using the transverse map f as (3.1) above.
The commutativity of the diagram (3.2) implies again these two symbols are the same. Finally, tubular neighborhoods, and cut off functions, can be easily constructed in order to have the required compatibility. 
Suppose besides there is a submersion m : M −→ N strictly transverse to both W 1 and W 2 and with p *
Ker dm for some bundle F , then we can perform the pushforward map construction to obtain a pseudodifferential distribution
PROJECTIVE PSEUDODIFFERENTIAL CALCULUS FOR LIE GROUPOIDS
Let G ⇒ M be a Lie groupoid and let α be a twisting. Consider a cocycle
associated to an open cover Ω = {Ω i } i∈M of M representing α. For every (i, j) ∈ I 2 there is a bisubmersion (G 
We need the following technical lemma which is essentially proved in [13] lemma 12. 
Proof. In fact we have
and by lemma 12 in [13] one has
and so we conclude by using the Fell property (2.8):
We can now state the product announced above:
which is, after the lemma above, isomorphic to
We can now apply the external product construction 3.5 (b) to define
We will also need to introduce an involution on the algebra of pseudodifferential operators below. For this, denote by ι :
The following is one of the main results of this paper.
Theorem 4.2 (Algebra of twisted distributions). Let us denote, for each
With the product (4.6) and the involution (4.7) described above, the union
Proof. We will concentre in the proof of the associativity of the product, the rest of the properties being immediate. As we remarked above, associativity is not a direct consequence of the external product associativity.
We will prove that (P ij * P jk ) * P kl = P ij * (P jk * P kl ) by using propositions 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 above.
By definition (4.8)
Now, consider the following commutative diagram
which satisfies the conditions of proposition 3.4. In particular,
and so, from (4.8), (4.10)
Now, by proposition 3.2 applied to
and to
by definition of (m, 1) and the associativity of the external product. Hence, from (4.10), we get (4.13)
which by proposition 3.3 applied to the obvious groupoid product associative diagram gives (4.14)
Now, we have, by applying the backwards arguments, that
which ends the proof. 
The last proposition allow to realize, as in the untwisted case, the pseudodifferential distributions as multipliers, we resume this in the following corollary, whose proof follows immediately from proposition 14 in [13] .
Corollary 4.5. With the notations above, we have 
Moreover we will see that it also satisfies some invariance property when one changes of k. To be more precise, for r ∈ R α of the form r = ((l, g, k), u) with s(g) = x and t(g) = y one has an isomorphism U r j :
for every j ∈ I given as follows:
and it is an isomorphism with inverse U r −1 j . It should be by now not very surprising that some invariance property hold, indeed in the (untwisted) Lie groupoid case it has been known by experts that the pseudodifferential operators might be defined by global distributions on the groupoid and that the invariance property is just a natural consequence of the convolution product of distributions. In fact it was very recently in [13] that Lescure, Manchon and Vassout formalized these ideas and went further in the study of groupoid convolutions. Our result is the following: Proposition 4.7. Let K ∈ P ∞ c (G , α Ω ) and P K the associated pseudodifferential operator as above. The following diagram is commutative
for every r ∈ R α of the form r = ((l, g, k), u) with s(g) = x, t(g) = y and where
, we want to prove the following equality
By definition of the convolution product it will follow from the following three facts I. Compatibility between the pullback p * 2 and the twisted action: That is, the following diagram is commutative
where U r j is defined as U r j but just in the second coordinate. II. The following equality holds since the r-action is only on the second coordinate:
III. Compatibility between the pushforward m! and the twisted action: Indeed, a direct computation shows that
We can check now (4.18) using I,II,III above:
The last proposition suggests the definition of operators invariant under a twisted action (or an action of the associated extension) induced from the twisting. Definition 4.8. An α Ω -operator is an operator
given by a family of operators
in the sense that
; and such that the following diagram
is commutative for every r ∈ R α of the form r = ((l, g, k), u) with s(g) = x, t(g) = y. Definition 4.9. An α Ω -vector bundle (complex) is a collection of (complex) vector bundles
together with an R α Ω -action such that the center
As mentioned above, proposition 5.5 in [28] shows that a necessary condition for the α Ω -vector bundles to exist is that α has to be torsion. We will then assume α is given by a generalized morphism
for the rest of the section. Also, in proposition 5.5 ref.cit., Tu and Xu give a very practical equivalence definition which generalizes directly the definition for families given in [18] , the idea is very easy, a α Ω -vector bundle can be given by a groupoid morphism
that descends to a morphism
or in other terms R α is also the pullback extension with respect to the last morphism and to the universal extension
We can now give the definition of projective operators acting on sections of vector bundles. between (twisted) sections of E and F is an operator
given by a smooth family of order m pseudodifferential operators
and such that the following diagram
is commutative for every r ∈ R α of the form r = ((l, g, k), u) with s(g) = x, t(g) = y.
4.3.
The algebra of twisted symbols. In this section we will consider a twisting α 0 on M , it may or not come from a twisting on the groupoid, the results hold anyway. Precisely for this reason, we will denote by A −→ M a Lie algebroid over M without any reference to a groupoid. Consider the space
Next, we will define a product on Symb
to be defined by
for x ∈ Ω ijk and ξ ∈ N * ijk , and zero otherwise, where
ik and the sum is finite since we are only considering locally finite open coverings Ω. Notice that there is no convolution on the normal direction. The following proposition is an easy exercise proved exaclty as in the classic untwisted case.
Proposition 4.11. The convolution product described above gives a well defined product on Symb As we remarked above the convolution product of the twisted symbol's algebra is only in the space direction not in the normal direction, so in particular if the twisting is trivial this product is only the pointwise product. As in the classic case, the inverse Fourier transform associates to a symbol a ∈ Symb * cl (A * , α 0 Ω ) a distributionǎ which as a convolution operator will be a A-twisted pseudodifferential operator where we consider A ⇒ M as a Lie groupoid using its vector bundle structure. In fact, we already defined like that our twisted operators with the small difference of the cut off functions. Let us explain all this in detail and enounce the main conclusion. Let a ∈ Symb * cl (N * ij , L ij ), we letǎ be the distribution acting on u ∈ C ∞ c (A
Choose a smooth function χ(x, X) on A j i equal to 1 for X = 0 and equal to zero for X ≥ 1, thenǎ
where S (A, α 
Proof. Using the classic Fourier transform results, we have an isomorphism of vector spaces
for every (i, j) ∈ I 2 . It extends to an isomorphism of vector spaces
Now, the algebra structure introduced for Symb ∞ cl (A * , α 0 Ω ) in 4.11 above was precisely computed such that we have an algebra isomorphism.
Principal Symbols for projective operators. We will now see how the principal symbol map extends to our setting. For the rest of the section we come back to the case of a twisting α on a groupoid G and the induced twisting α 0 on M .
For defining the principal symbol is very easy, we just have to recall the Androulidakis-Skandalis general setting about generalized functions with pdo singularities. Let P ∈ P m (M, V ; E). If P is associated with a symbol a of order m, then the principal symbol σ m (P ) of P is the homogeneous part of a of order m, i.e., the class of a in Symb
We have the following proposition Proposition 4.13. The principal symbol map gives a short exact sequence
In particular we have induced isomorphisms
Proof. It follows from proposition 1.4 in [1] which states that there is a short exact sequence
ELLIPTICITY AND REGULARITY PROPERTIES
We recall that we are assuming our base manifold M to be smooth and compact. By picking up a metric on AG we can identify as usual the spaces
From proposition 4.13 we have a short exact sequence
where π :
We collect in the following theorem some classic facts about pseudodifferential operators that generalize to our setting.
The next theorem is proven following the same proofs as theorem 3.15 and theorem 4.2 in [1] .
Theorem 5.2. The following properties hold:
Without surprise we also have the following important result that will allow us to use C * -algebraic and K-theoretical tools to explore the analytic indices for projective elliptic operators.
Theorem 5.3. Again, with the notations above, we have that
Proof. This result can be proven following theorem 5.3 in [1] or its Lie groupoid version [21, 29] , we recall briefly this last approach to show that indeed the same arguments work. For proving (1), it is enough to take
with m < 0. Let q ∈ N the dimension of the source fibers of G , then it is also the dimension of the sources fibers of G j i (this is not true for general bi-submersion as in [1] , this is the reason we can use the classic Lie groupoid arguments in our case). We proceed by induction as follows, if m < −q then by definition of the generalized functions with pseudodifferential singularities the integral of any symbol of order m defining K is a well defined continuous compactly supported section on G j i and hence it defines an element in the C * -algebra C * (G , α Ω ). If m < − q 2 , then K * K has order < −q and by the above argument it extends to an element in the C * −algebra. Now, its norm, satisfies
and hence K extends to the C * -algebra as well. In the same way K * gives an element of the C * -algebra. The induction argument is now easy to follow to get to the conclusion.
For proving (2) , one uses the pseudodifferential sequence (4.13) as in the classic case. Let
and that σ 0 (P ) < 1 in the fibers of L ij . We can then choose a projective operator Q such that P * P + Q * Q = 1 + R with R of strictly negative order. Then one obtains the following estimation
and so P extends continuously to a multiplier in C * (G , α Ω ).
ANALYTIC INDEX MORPHISM
We will use the above results to obtain a zero order pseudodifferential extension from which the analytic index will be defined.
As in the classic case, theorem 5.3 together with the sequence (5.1) imply that we have the following pseudodofferential extension. Proposition 6.1. We have the following short exact sequence
where Ψ 0 (G , α Ω ) stands for the completion of the zero order operators in M (C * (G , α Ω )).
We will take as usual the connecting morphism in K-theory of the above short exact sequence of C * -algebras and we will prove that it only depends on the class of α ∈ H 1 (G , P U (H)) giving thus a sense to the analytic index morphism for the twisted groupoid (G , α). We state the precise result:
Suppose they define the same
where the isomorphisms η * above are associated in a natural way by an explicit isomorphism η between the cocycles, and Ind a (G ,α Ω i ) stand for the associated connecting morphism of the short exact sequence 6.8.
Proof.
Giving an explicit isomorphism η between the cocycles is equivalent to give a common refinement Ω of Ω 1 and Ω 2 together with a common cocycle extension, i.e., a cocycle G Ω α −→ P U (H) with α| Ω i = α i , i = 1, 2. By Lemma 3.4 in [8] we know that η induces isomorphisms in K−theory as required and given by explicit Morita equivalences. We have now to explain why we can choose these isomorphisms η to obtain the commutativity of diagram (6.2) above. In fact we can choose a sufficiently small refinement so that the above mentioned Morita equivalence is given by a canonical C * -morphism
where of course the Morita inverse is an honest correspondence (same applies for the groupoid S * G ). In this situation we also have a C * -morphism (extending by zero)
and hence we obtain a morphism between the respective six term exact sequences in which two out of three morphisms, those corresponding to
One concludes with a five lemma argument.
Remark 6.3. In particular the argument of the proof above gives that the K-theory groups
We are not exploring for the moment the Morita invariance or not of these algebras. Notice that the situation above is very particular, we are only moving the cocycle and not the groupoid, indeed if we allow a more general Morita equivalence the analytic index, twisted or not, is not necessarily invariant since the algebroid of a groupoid is not a Morita invariant 4 .
Definition 6.4. Let G ⇒ M be a Lie groupoid and α a twisting, the analytic index morphism of (G , α) is the connecting morphism of the short exact sequence (6.8) above
Thanks to above proposition the index morphism above only depends on the twisting α on G . In practice of course one often choose a representing cocycle. From now on we will then drop from our notations the reference to the open covers and hence to the Cech groupoids. Now, we will see that the index morphism above can be factorize, as in the classic case, via the twisted K 0 -group of the cotangent Lie algebroid, giving thus a more primitive and tractable index.
By considering the induced twisting on the Lie algebroid and the associated twisted groupoid (AG , π * α 0 ) we have the pseudodifferential extension
and the corresponding index morphism (6.6)
In K−theory the evaluations at zero induce isomorphisms, indeed
induces an isomorphism as recalled in the construction of the deformation index, ] (with obvious meaning), and finally
duces an isomorphism by the five lemma. The conclusion follows immediately.
6.1. The Twisted longitudinal Connes-Skandalis index theorem. Let (M, F ) be a foliated compact manifold. Let α be a twisting on the holonomy groupoid G . In [7] the Connes-Skandalis twisted topological index morphism was constructed
as an immediate generalization of Connes-Skandalis topological index morphism using as them an embedding of M into an euclidean space but adapting the Thom isomorphism to the twisted case. Our main theorem in 
EXAMPLES OF PROJECTIVE PSEUDODIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS
7.1. Projective families of Dirac operators. The following example largely generalizes the projective families of Dirac operators introduced in [18] and on [4] . We will consider below two explicit subexamples covered by this situation, one of which includes the case of families treated in ref. cit. Let G be a Lie groupoid and α a torsion twisting. Let E be a Hermitian Z 2 -graded α-vector bundle. As shown in [18] or [4] p.10, the collection End(E i ), the E i as in definition 4.9, defines a bundle of algebras over M which we can denote of course End(E).
We say that E is a twisted Clifford bundle if there is an homomorphism
of unital Z 2 -graded *-algebras. Suppose we have a Clifford connection ∇ E on E, that is, a collection of hermitian AG -
We can construct as classically an operator
for every j by using the Clifford module structure. Now, over G k j we have an isomorphism L jk ⊗t * E k ∼ = s * E j given by the R α -action on E. Once restricted to (G k j ) x we can consider the operators
given by pullback by s : G k j −→ Ω j all the structures above used to construct D j and using the isomorphisms L jk ⊗ t * E k ∼ = s * E j and s * A * G ∼ = T * t G (where T t G stands for the vertical tangent bundle with respect to the submersion t : G −→ M ). In order for the family D k j,x to define an order one twisted differential operator we require a little bit more on the connections. Indeed the connections ∇ i should be compatible in some way with the twisting. In fact we require that under
where ∇ ik are connections on L ik satisfying the "Fell condition"
whenever not empty) and with m :
Connections as above exist, the proof follows the same lines as lemma 2.2 and lemma 2.11 in [4] .
We have finally: Given a twisted Clifford bundle as above we can form a familiy of Dirac operators D k j,x that gives an operator
that can be called "The twisted Dirac operator for the twisted Clifford bundle E". As in the untwisted case, the index theoretical interesting part of the operator above is its positive part D
7.1.1. An example for Riemannian foliations. . Let (M, F ) be a Riemannian foliation with holonomy groupoid G , suppose that the normal bundle N has a G -invariant metric and consider the orientation twisting it defines where β is induced from Spin c (n) −→ U (H) as explained in example 2 above. Finally, assume this bundle is compatible with the twisting, i.e.,
or E is an α-twisted vector bundle, this implies the twisting α has to be torsion. By choosing local liftings to Spin c (n) we have a twisted action
Cl(T M ) −→ End(E)
and a twisted Dirac operator
whose index lives in
We beleive that this example is closely related to the twisted operators considered by Azzali and Wahl in [3] that were first worked out by Mathai in [16, 17 ] to obtain very interesting geometric corollaries. We will try to study this somewhere else. 7.2. Projective symbols of Fractional Indices' projective pseudodifferential operators. In [15] , Mathai, Melrose and Singer showed that any oriented manifold admits a projective Dirac operator even if the manifold does not admit a spin structure, in this case they show theÂ−genus is still computed by the index of this operator and hence it is a rational number. In fact, in the same paper, they prove a topological index formula for every pseudodifferential projective operator acting between the sections of twisted vector bundles associated to a twisting (equivalently, a finite rank Azumaya bundle in their terms) on the manifold. The indices for these operators are hence rational numbers. In principle their analytic index is a map from the twisted K-theory of the cotangent bundle to the real numbers. Now, to make the link with our paper we have to clarify some terminology. The projective pseudodifferential operators treated in the fractional index paper [15] are not a particular case of ours, in fact, the projective families operators introduced in [18] by Mathai, Melrose and Singer are not the fractional families version corresponding to the fractional indices operators. We recall that our operators generalizes the operators introduced in [18] for families.
Let us introduce some notation to better explain the above paragraph and get to the description of our main example. Let G ⇒ M be a Lie groupoid. In this paper we start always with a (groupoid) twisting on G that induces a twisting on M and on A * G . Now, if one starts with a twisting on the base manifold M , it induces by pullback a twisting on A * G , but the twisting does not necessarily extend to the entire groupoid G . For example if G = M × M ⇒ M is the pair groupoid, every twisting on G is trivial while the twistings on M are classified by H 3 (M ; Z). For this precise example, what Mathai, Melrose and Singer exploit in [15] is that the twisting on M extends in some way to a sufficiently small neighborhood of the diagonal and define projective pseudodifferential operators with a restriction on the support which depends on the neighborhood of the diagonal. To get to our example, let α 0 be a torsion twisting on a manifold M . Denote by Ψ ∞ ǫ (M ; E) the algebra of "Fractional Indices" projective pseudodifferential operators constructed in [15] . By construction, or see [27] (p. 312 equation (3.1)) for a nice explicit computation, this algebra of projective operators has as associated algebra of symbols what we have denoted as
By our proposition 4.12, we have a Fourier isomorphism
or in other words the algebra of symbols for the "Fractional Indices" projective pseudodifferential operators can be obtained as an algebra of projective total symbols in the sense of the present paper. But notice further, that given α 0 a twisting (torsion or not) on a manifold M and A −→ M a Lie algebroid, our proposition 4.12 still holds. One can then ask for a pseudodifferential quantization for the associated algebra of symbols and the associated Index theory. In the case the algebroid A = AG is integrable by a groupoid G and the twisting extends to G it corresponds to the theory we developed in this article. The other very interesting case is when the twisting does not extend to G , in this case one expects to obtain the higher fractional index theory. We will discuss and develop this topic elsewhere.
